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Abst rac t - -The  stable difference schemes approximately solving the nonlocal boundary value prob- 
lem for hyperbolic-parabolic equation 
d2u(t) 
dt 2 +Au(t)=/(t), O<t< 1, u(-1)=au(g)+~u'(A)+~, 
du(t) d---~+Au(t)=g(t), - l<t<0,  [ah[fl] < 1 , 0</%A< 1, 
in a Hilbert space H with self-adjoint positive definite operator A are presented. The stability es- 
timates for the solutions of the difference schemes of the mixed type boundary value problems for 
hyperbolic-parabolic equations are obtained. The theoretical statements for the solution of these 
difference schemes for hyperbolic-parabolic equation are supported by the results of numerical exper- 
iments. (~) 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the nonlocal boundary value problem 
d2u(t) 
dt---- Y -  + Au(t) = f(t), 0 < t < 1, u ( -1 )  = au(#) + flu'(A) + ~v, 
du(t) (1) 
d---~ + Au(t) = g(t), -1  < t < 0, la], IZl <- 1, 0 < #, A < 1, 
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for differential equations of mixed type in a Hilbert space H with self-adjoint positive definite 
operator A. It is known (see, for example, [1-4]) that various nonlocal boundary value problems 
for the hyperbolic-parabolic equations can be reduced to the nonlocal boundary value problem (1). 
A function u(t) is called a solution of problem (1) if the following conditions are satisfied. 
(i) u(t) is twice continuously differentiable on the interval (0, 1] and continuously differentiable 
on the segment [-1, 1]. The derivative at the endpoints of the segment are understood as 
the appropriate unilateral derivatives. 
(ii) The element u(t) belongs to D(A) for all t E [-1, 1], and the function Au(t) is continuous 
on the segment [-1, 1]. 
(iii) u(t) satisfies the equations and nonlocal boundary condition (1). 
Methods for numerical solutions of the nonlocal boundary value problem (1) in the case fl = 0 
have been studied extensively (see [5-15] and the references therein). For example, in the paper [5] 
it proved the stability estimates for the solutions of problem (1) for/3 # 0 for the solution of 
problem (1) under the assumption f ( t)  to be continuously differentiable on [0, 1] and g(t) to be 
continuously differentiable on [- 1,0] functions. 
We are interested in studying the stability of solutions of problem (1) for fl # 0. We have 
not been able to obtain the same stability estimates for the solutions of problem (1) for fl # 0. 
Nevertheless, in the paper [16] the stability estimates for the solution of problem (1) under a 
stronger assumption than f ( t)  to be continuously differentiable on [0, 1] and g(t) to be continu- 
ously differentiable on [-1, 0] functions are established. 
Methods for numerical solutions of the evolution differential equations have been studied ex- 
tensively by many researchers ( ee [17-[35] and the references therein). 
In the present paper, we consider the first and second order of accuracy difference schemes 
approximately solving the boundary value problem (1). The stability estimates for the solution of 
these difference schemes are established. In applications, the stability estimates for the solutions 
of the difference schemes of the mixed type boundary value problems for hyperbolic-parabolic 
equations are obtained. The theoretical statements for the solution of these difference schemes 
for hyperbolic-parabolic equation are supported by the results of numerical experiments. 
2. THE FIRST ORDER OF ACCURACY DIFFERENCE SCHEME 
Let us associate the boundary-value problem (1) with the corresponding first order of accuracy 
difference scheme 
r -2 (uk+l - 2uk + uk-1) + Auk+l = fk, fk = f (tk+l), 
tk+l = (k + 1) r, 1 < k < N, r -1  (Uk -- uk -1)  -4- Auk = gk, 
gk = g(tk), tk = kv, -N  < k < O, 
U-N = O~UO + f l  ( -Auo  + go) + ~, 
U_ N = OtU[lz/r ] + 13 ( -Auo  + go) + ~o, 
u-x  = auo + fluid~r] - u[~/~]-i + iv, 
u-lv = au[~lr] + fl u[~l~l - U{~l~]-i + ~, 
T 
T -1 (Ul -u0)  = -Auo+go,  
/z___2% A<__2r, 
2 r<#,  A<2r ,  
<2T, 27"<A, 
2~'<#, 2¢<A.  
(2) 
A study of discretization, over time only, of the nonlocal boundary value problem also permits 
one to include general difference schemes in applications, if the differential operator in space 
variables, A, is replaced by the difference operators Ah that act in the Hilbert spaces Hh and are 
uniformly self-adjoint positive definite in h for 0 < h < h0. 
First of all let us give some lemmas that will be needed below. 
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LEMMA 2.1. The estimates hold 
[]Rk[[H__,H < M (1 + ST) -k , []ARk[[H~H <_ M (kr) -1 , k > 1, (4) 
where M does not depend on ~-. Here R(±TA 1/2) = (I ± iTA1/2) -I,  R = R(~-A) = (I + TA) -~. 
LEMMA 2.2. The operators 
I -  (a -  ~A)R N, for # <_ 2T, A <_ 2T, 
~ [~,~.,_1 (~,~)+ ~,..,_~ (_~.~)] , 
2i 
2i 
_1 ..~ [~,~.,-~ ( ,~) +~,~.,-~ (_~.~)]} +_~ 1.~/.+~ / 
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have inverses 
T-~ = (I - (c~ - flA) R g)- l  , if# <_ 2T, A <_ 2% 
T.=(I-(a{{~[R[~'/~']- I(TA1/2)+R["/~']- I(-TA1/2)] 
+IAV2[R[~'/*] - I (TA1/2)+R[V/*]- ' ( -TA' /2)]}- IAV2(I+T2A) 




1A1/2 [R[~/*]-2 (~-A1/2) + RP,/~']-2 (_vA1/2)]) + 1A1/2 (I + T2A) 
2i 2i 
N -1 
x [R [~/~]-1 (--TA 1/2) -R  [;~/~]-1 (7-A1/2)] } ) JR  ) , if~ _<2~-, 
LAX/2 [R[t~/v]-I (TAll2) +,[V/v]-I (-TA1/2)]} 
2i 
1A1/2(I +~-2A) [R[ v/r] (--TA 1/2) -R[V/r] (rA1/2)] } R Iv 
2i 
+3T-I({{I[R[:q~]-I(~-AU2)+R[A/rl-I(-~-A1/2)] 
+lA1/2 [,[A/r]-I(TA1/2)+R[A/v]-I(--TA1/2)] } 





2r < A, 
2r < A, 
and the estimate holds 
lIT, ll --H < M, 
where M does not depend on ~-. 
PROOF. Note that if # _ 2% A < 2T, then 
T~. - (I - (a - flA)e -A)-I = T~ (I - (a - flA)e -A)-I (a - flA) [R N - e-A]. 
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If 2~- < #, )~ S 2T, then 
~._ (, (o [~([~].) . .  ( [~] . ) ] -~ . ) . ' )~  
_- .. ( , - ( .  [. ([~] .) - .s ([~] . ) ] - , . ) . . )  ' 
(o [ . ( [~] . ) - . . ( [~] . ) ] - , . ) . . )  
If # _< 2T, 2T < A, then 
. .  ( .  (o, [. ([~].)..([~].)],)..)' 




If 2~ < t~, 2T < )~, then 
~~I  ~/I~l~/÷~/I~l~/l~/~/-~ 
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2i 
Using the last formulas and estimates (6)-(8) and 
II(~- ZAI [ RN -~-A] II.~. -< M~, 
2i 
-¢o  [~ ([~] ~) - ~ ([~] ~)] - ~Io  -~ .~.  -~ -~, 
2i 
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+1AI/2 [R[A/r]-I (TAI/2) ~-R[A/7"]-I (--TAIl2)] } 
1AI/2(I-j-T2A) [R ['/r] (--TA I/2) -R['/r] (TA:/2)]} 2i 
-j-~A:'2 [.["r]-2 (TAIl2) +'['/'r]-2 (-TAIl2)] } 
+~AI/2(Z@T2") JR[A/r]-1 (--TAll2) -R[A/r]-I (TAIl2)]})]" N 
° (E. < ,  [. 0 +.()] .)] ,)." ._.,-. 
we can obtain estimate (5). The proof of these estimates are based on estimates (3), (4), and 
(I - (a - flA)e -A ) - :  H-~H <- M, (6) 
(I - (a [c(u) - As(p)] - flA)e -a)  -1  H---*H ~- M,  (7) 
( I -  (a -  13 [s(A)+ c(A)] A)e-A) -1 < M, (s) 
tt--.. H 
( I  - a ([c(#) - As(#)] - ~ Is(A) + c(A)] A) e -a ) - :  H-~H <- M. (9) 
Estimate (9) is proved in [16]. In a similar manner one establishes estimates (6)-(8). Lemma 2.2 
is proved. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that ~ E D(A), go E D(A~/2), and fl  E D(AV2). Then [or the solution 
of the difference scheme (2) the stability estimates hold 
-N<k<Nmax [Iuk[,H <_ M ['[¢P[]H + A-:/2f l  [H + A-1/2g° [H 
max A -1/2 (fk - f~:-:) r -1 H (10) + 2_<k<N 
+ max A - : /2 (gk -gk -1) r  -1 ] 
I 
-N<k<_O HJ 
max --N<k<N A1/2uk H <- M [ A1/2~ H + ][fl][H + []gO[]H 
+ max II(s~- s,_l)~--~ll. 2<k<N--: 
+-(N-1)<k<omaX 11(9,-g,-:)~-'ll.], 
max 1"l'-2 (Uk+l -- 2Uk + Uk_ l ) [ ] t t  -[ - max HAuk[[u l<k<N-1 -N<_k<N 
+ max It "-~(~-~-~)II. -(N-1)<_k~_0 
M [][A:IIH + [AI/2fl H "j- )I(:2-ZI)T-IIIH 
+ max I [(fk+l--2fk+fk_l) 'r-2[[tt+ AV2go n 2_<k<_N--2 
+ II(go- g-1)'-: l l .  
+ _ (Nm)yk<_ l  ]l(gk+x - 2gk + gk-1)r-'llH] , 
where M does not depend on r, fk, 1 < k < N, g~, -N  < k <_ O, and o2. 
(11) 
(12) 
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PROOF. We will obtain the formula for the solution of the difference scheme (2). It is known 
that there are unique solutions of the initial value difference problems 
r -2 (uk+l - 2uk + uk-1) + Auk+l =/k ,  /k = / (tk+l), 
(13) 
tk+l -- (k+ 1) r, 1 _< k < N, u0 = {, T -1 (Ul --U0) = ¢, 
r -1 (Uk -- uk-1) + Auk = gk, gk = g(tk), 
(14) 
tk = k% -N  < k < O, U-N is given, 
and the following formulas hold: 
U 1 = ~ + T¢,  
1[~_~ (~1~)+ ~_~ (_~)] 
1~-1~/~ + /[~ (_~,~)_ ~ (~)]  ~ 
+5 
k-1  +~ 
s=l  
k 
Uk = RN+ku-N ÷ T E Rk-~+lgs' 
s=-N+1 
Using (15), (16), and the formulas 
r -1 (Ul - uo) = -Auo  + go, 
we obtain 
2<k<N,  
- (N  - 1) < k < 0. 
uo = ~, . -1  (~1 - uo) = ¢,  
Therefore, 
0 
= uo = RNU-N + r E R-~+lgs' 
s=-N+l 
~) ~--- T -1  (Ul  -- UO) -~ -A  RNu_N -}- T 
0 
E R-S+lgs +go. 
s=-N+l 
Ul = ( I  -- TA)  RNu-N ÷ T - ÷ 7"go, 
2i [ o ] 
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If # < 27", )~ _< 2% then using the condition 
U-N = auo + fl(-Auo + go) + ~, 
we can obtain the formula 
[ o ] 
u-g=T~ (a-~A)~" ~ R-8+lgs+13go+~ . 
s=-N+l  
If 2T <~/z, )~ _< 21-, then using the condit ion 
U-N = ~u~/rl + fl (-Auo + go) + ~, 
we can obtain the formula 
1 A,~ (.+..~,) [R,.., (_.A,~)_.,,.., (.A,~.)]} 
2i 
0 




- f lA ,  ~=-N+I £ R-~+l g~ + flg° + ~) " 
If # < 2% 2v < )~, then using the condition 
U-N = OlUo + --/jU[)~/T] -- U T--I[;~/I "~ ~,  
T 
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• -~-~A1/2(I-~-T2A) [R[A/'r'-1 (--TAll2) -R[A/~']-I(TA1/2)]} 
0 XT E "~-S+lgs-- 1A-1/2 (' j-T2A) [.[A/"r]-i (_TAI/2) 
s=-N+l  
b/~]-2 
--R[A/'r]-I (TA1/2)] gO- E T A-1/2 [~[A/';,-]-l-s (_TAll2) 
2i 8=1 
If 2T < if, 2r < I ,  then using the condition 
(20) (cont.) 










.-{-~T--1 ({{I[R[A/'r]-I (TAll2) -{-.~[A/'r]-I (--TAIl2)] 
2i 
0 
XT E R-S+lgs 
s=-N+l 
+ 2i A - go 
b/~]-I 
+ z 2i 
(21) 
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--~-~A1/2([-~-T2A) [R[)~/'r]-I (-TA1/2) - R[A/'r]-I (TA1/2)] } 
0 
xT E R-S+lg~ +~ 
s=-N+l  
LA-1/2 ([ "~-T2A) [R[A/r]- I  (-TAll2) -- R['k/v]- i  (TAll2)] go 
2i 
z -~  ~'~ [,,'~'+~  (~ '~)  ,,~'+~ ~ (-~'~)] ~ s=l 2i 
Now, we will obtain estimates (10)-(12). First, we obtain the estimate for Ilu_N]IH. 
If # <_ 2T, /~ < 2T, then using the Abel's formula and formula (18), we obtain 
[ { 0 } ] 




Using formula (22), estimates (12), (5), (3), and (4) we obtain 
Ilu-NIIH~ M [um<a~ N - -~  (g~-g~_~) H + II~'IIH + A-1/2go HI" 
If 2~- < #, ,~ < 2T, then using the Abel's formula and formula (19), we obtain 
2i 




+ A-1 f[~,/~-]-i - -~ 
s~-2 
° ]) -~ --RNg-N+I+ ~ R -~+l[gs-~-gel +~o . 
s=-N+2 
Using formula (24), estimates (12), (15), (3), and (4) we obtain 
HU-N][H _<M[L 2<s<N-lmax A-1/2(gs-gs-1)T-1 H +II'pliH+ A-1/2g° HI' (25) 
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If # _< 27-, 27- < ~, then using the Abel's formula and formula (20), we obtain 
+ 
[ [ 0 ] 
U-N : TT aA -1 go - RNg-N+I + E R-s+l [gs-1 - gs] 
s=-N+2 
o ] 
xA- i  --RNg-N+I "}- E R-s+l [gs-1 - gs] 
s=-N+2 
[ 1 [ R[A/T]-I (-TAll2) + R[A/'r]-I (TA1/2)] fl + A-1 f[),/~-]-i - -{ 
[A/~-]--I 1 [ R[A/T]-8 (-TAll2) "J" R[A/~']-s (TA1/2)] [fs-1- fs]] +  
8:2 
o ] 
xA-1 --RN g-N+I + E R-s+l [98-1 - gs] 
s=-N+2 
[ ~ [~I~l-~ (_~,~) + ~I~l-~ (~,~.)] ~, -A -1  f[~/~l-2 - -~ 
]] ~ [~-1- .  (-,A'~') ÷ ~-~-~-'  (~'~')] I~.-,- ~.1 ÷, .  
8=2 
Using formula (26), estimates (12), (15), (3), and (4) we obtain 
IlU_NIIH < M [I]PlIH + A-1/2f l  H + max A -I/2 (fk - fk -1)7  -1 [H 
- -  2<k~_N-1  
+ A-1/2g° g + max IA -1/2 (gk - gk-1) r -1 H] " 
-(N-1)<k<0 
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_LAI/2 (]" @T2A)[R ["/7"] (--TA I/2) -- R[./r] (TAIl2)]) 2i 
[ o 1 xA -1 --RNg-N+I + ~ R-*+I [gs-1 - gs] 
s=-N+2 





2i o ] 
xA-1 --RNg-N+I + ~ R -s+l [gs-l--gs] 
s=-N+2 
[ I[ RI~/']-I (--TA:/2) + R[~/~'] -1 (rA1/2)]f, + A-1 fD,/r]-i -- -~ 
[A/'r]-I 1 [R[~/~']-s (-TAI/2) + R[A/'r]-s (TAI/2)] [fs-i- f,]] 
8=2 
+IAI/2[R[A/~]-2(TA'/2)+R[A/~]-2(_TAI/2)] ) 
L i/2(I T2A) [R[A/~-]-I (_TAI/2) .[A/v]-I (TAI/2)]) +2i A + 
o ] 
xA -1 --RNg-N+I + ~ R -s+l [gs-1 -gs] +~o 
s=--N+2 [ ~ ['~""-' (-.:) ...~--,-' (.:)] :, -A-1 fp,/~-]-2 - "  
÷ ~ ~ [,~--~-~-. (-~A.') ÷,~-+~-" (~:)] IS.-1- S.] 
s=2 
(28) (cont.) 
Using formula (28), estimates (12), (15), (3), and (4) we obtain 
HU_NHH<M[H~HH+ A-1/2fl n + max A-1/2(fk--fk-1)r-1 H 
-- 2_<k<N-1 
- i  I "  +1A-1/2gO H + max I A-l~2 (gk -- gk-1)T H -(N--1)<k<O 
(29) 
Second, we will obtain the estimate for [luk]lH, -N  < k < N. Let -N  < k < 0. Then using the 
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Abel's formula and formula (16), we obtain 
---- RN+ku--N q- A-1 [gk - RN+k-lg--N+I uk + 
Using formula (30) and estimate (4) we obtain 
II~kll. < I1~-~11~ + 2 A-~:go ~ + 
n ~-~+~ [gs-~ - gs] 
s=--Nq-2 
(30) 
A-l~2 - gk-1) H max - -  (Ok • (31) -N<k<_O T 
Let 1 < k < N. Then using the Abel's formula and formula (17), we obtain 
[ 0 ]] 
~ = (I - rA) RNu_N + A -~ go - Rgg-~v+~ + ~ R-~+l[g.-~ - g~] + rgo, 
s=--N+2 
[ [ 0 
x RNU-N +A-~ --RNg-N+I + ~_, R -~+1[g~-l -g~] 
s=-N+2 
[ 1 IRk-1 (--TAll2) q-t~k-1 (TAll2)] fl + A -1 :k-1 - 
k-i i [ ( ) Rlc-s( )] [fs-1-fs]] , 2<k<N. + E ~ Rk-" --TA1/2 + ~'A1/2 
s=2 
Using formula (30) and estimates (3), (4), we obtain 
Ilu~ll. <_MIIlu-~ll.+ A-'l% + max A- l " (g~-"~-~) :~ -1 (33) 
-NKk<_O 
lukl}I-I -< M [ IIu-NIIH + I A-I/2f1 H + 2<k<Nmax II A-I/2 (fk-- H 
+[A-'~.o.+_<N_~)_<~_<om~X A-'/'~(~'-9~-~)~-' "I' 2<k<N. (3~) 
Combining estimates (31), (33), (34), (23), (25), (27), (29), and using the triangle inequality we 
obtain estimate (10). The proof of estimate (11) is carried in the same way as that of estimate (10) 
and relies on formulas (22), (23), (26), (28), (30), and estimates (12), (5), (3), (4). 
Now, we obtain the estimate for IIAu_NtlH. If # _< 2% A _< 2% then using the Abel's formula 
and formula (22), we obtain 
-~o-:-~(~_~.-._~+~)+ ~ -.(.~+~-2~+.~_~)] 
s----N+2 0 ] 
+c~ ~,  R-~+~ (g._i - g~) + ~go + A~o . 
s=-N+2 
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Using the last formula, estimates (12), (5), (3), and (4) we obtain 
IIAu_NI]H <_ M [IIAsOlIH + A1/2go g 
+ll(go--g--1)T--l[]H + -(N-1)<k<-lmax It(g~+l- 2g~ ÷g~-,)~-'ll.]- 
I f  2T < /z, A < 2T, then using the Abel's formula and formula (19), we obtain 
AU-N=T.(a[{{I[Ri'/']-I(TAV')+R['/']-I(-TAV')] 
+~AVZ[R[~'/']-'(TAV')+R[+'/']-'(-TAI/2)]} 
I A'/2(I+T2A)[RI'/"](-.rA'/2)-R['/'](TAV')]} 2i 
x [--RNg-N+I÷('rA)-I [(g--l--go)--RN--l(g--N+l--g--N+2) 
-, ]] 
+ s ~N+2 R-S (gs+l - 2gs + gs-1) 
] ["/'r'-l l [R[./~J -. (_TAI/2) + R[./r]-s (TAI/2)] [:s-i- :s] +F-,5 s=2 
-' }1)  
+ ~ R - s (g .+ l -2g .+g. -1 )  +A~o . 
s=-N+2 
Using formula (23), estimates (12), (15), (3), and (4) we obtain 
IIAu-NIIH <-- M [IIA~IIH + A1/2fl H + II(sl - Y.)~-~ll. 
+ max II(sk+~-2Sk+Sk_0~-21l.+ Al/'ao 2<_k<_N--2 
+ II(g0 -g-O~'-lllH + -(N-l><k<-lmaX I[(gk+l - 2gk q- gk-1)"r-2llH]. 
If/z < 2T, 2T < A, then using the Abel's formula and formula (20), we obtain 
AU-N = T~ [o~ [go - RNg-N+I 
--1 
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÷[~T-I({~[R[A/~r]-IITA1/21÷.R[A/'r]-II-TA1/21] 
--Rgg-g+l -Jr (TA) -1 [(g-1 -- go) - RN-1 (g -g+l  -- g-N+2) 
1 1] + ~ R -~ (g~+l - 2~ + g~_,) 
s=-N+2 
+ f [~/~]  ~ - 
s~2 
s=--N+2 
1 [ R[)~/'r]-2 (-TA1/2) ÷R[A/v]-2 (TAll2)] fll - f [~, /~]-2 - -{ 
÷ E ~ [Rt~J.l-l-s + Rt~/.l-l-~ 
s=2 
Using formula (26), estimates (12), (15), (3), and (4) we obtain 
IIAu-NII/~ --- M [IIA~II/~ + Al /2 f l  H + II(I1 - f2) '~-I l l~ 
+ ]](go - g - i )T -1 I IH  ÷ --(N-1)<k<--lmax I](gk+l -- 2gk + gk-1)r-2l l / /] • 
If 2T < ~, 27 < A, then using the Abel's formula and formula (21), we obtain 
÷~-~A1/2 [1~['u/'r]-l(TA1/2) ÷R[l~/'r]-I ( -TA1/2)]} 
(37) 
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1A1/2 (I +T2A) [R ['u/T] (--TA 1/2) -- R [~/7"] (TA1/2)]} 
+ ~ n -~ (9.÷~ - 2g. + g._~) 
s=-N+2 
[ 1 [ R["/~']-I (--TA1/2) + R[P/~']-I (TA1/2)] fl + -f[,/,-l-~ - ~ 
[l~/'r]--i 1 [ R["/v]-s (-TAll2) + R["/'r]--s (TA1/2)] [fs-1- fs]] 
+]~T-I({(X[II~[A/~']-I(TA1/2)-{-R[)~/'r]-I(--TA1/2)] 
2i 
x --RNg_N+I + (TA) -1 [(g-i -- gO) -- R g-1 (g-N+1 - g-N+2) 
+ ~ R-'(g~÷l-2g.+g.-~) 
s=-N+2 
1 [ R[A/~']-I (-TAll2) + R[A/~']-I (TA1/2)] fl + f[A/.]-I -- 
+~ 
x --RNg_N+I + (rA) -1 I(g_ 1 - go) - i~ N-1 (g-N+l -- g-N+2) 
_1 ]] 
+ ~ R -~(g~+~-2g.+g._l) +A~ 
s=--N+2 
I [R['V~'I-' (-TA:/2) + R['W'I-2 (~-AI/')] f: - f [~/ , l -2  - 
l)) ~ [RPV-I-I-, (_TAt~2) + R[~/.]-I-, (7-AI/2)] If.-1- f,] • s=2 
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Using formula (28), estimates (12), (15), (3), and (4) we obtain 
lIAr-NIl. <_ M [IIA~II. + A1/2SI . + JJ(f2 - fl)~-1[1~ 
+ max H(fk+l--2fk+fk_l)T-21lH+ AU2go ;t (38) 2<<k<N-2 
+ [l(g0 -- g_l) v-l i lt; + max II(gk+l- 2gk + gk_l) ~'-2HH ] . -(N-1)<k<-i J 
Now, we will obtain the estimate for IIAukllH, -N  + 1 < k < N. Let - (N  - 1) < k < 0. Then 
using the Abel's formula and formula (16), we obtain 
Auk=RN+kAu_N + [gk--RN+k-lg_N+I + (TA)-I I(gk_l--gk) 
]1 -R  k+u-~ (g-U+~ -- g-N+~) + ~ R k-~ (g,+~ - 29~ + g~-~) . s=-N+2 
Using formula (30) and estimate (4) we obtain 
IldukIIH <_ M [IIAu-NllH + lIT -1 (9-1 --go)llH + dl/2go g 
-[--(N-2)_<k<_-lmax 
Let 1 < k < N. Then using the Abel's formula and formula (17), we obtain 
(39) 
Au, N+I+/rA/1Jig 1 
--RN-1 (g-N+l --9-N+2) + E R -s (9s+l -- 29s +gs-1) 
s=-N+2 
- ~-A (RNAu_N - RN g_N+I + (TA)-I [(g_I --go) 
-R  N-~ (9-N+l - 9-N+~) + ~ R -" (9~+~ - 29, + 9~-~) , 
s=-N+2 
Auk : {{2 [Rk-1 ("FA1/21 ~-Rk-i (--TA1/2)] 
--[-~-~A1/2 IRk-1 (q'nl/2) +Rk-1 (--TAIl2)]} 
-R  N-~ (g-N+~ -- g-u+2) + ~ R -~ (9~+t -- 29~ +9~-~)  + A- t  
s=--N+2 
1 [~k--1 (--TA1/2) +Rk-1 (TA1/2)] fl+ (iTdl/2) -1 
2 
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k-21 [_Rk-s-l (_7.A1/2 )"4"~k-2 (TAll2)] [fl - f2]-Jr E -  ~ 
s=2 
+Rk- ' - i (TAi /2)] [ f~+l- -2f~+f~_i l} ,  2<k<N.  
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Using formula (30) and estimates (3), (4) we obtain 
[[AUiHH <_ M [[]Au-N[]H + Ai/2go H + 117-1 (..q-1--.q0)HH 
+-(N-1)_<k_<-imax II 
IIA~'klIH --< M [IIA~'-NIIH + AV2f~ H + II(fl - A)~- I I [ .  
1/2 
+2<k<N-2max [l(/~+~-- 2f~ + fk_~)~'-~llH + A golH+ll(g_a-go).r-~ll H 
+ max II (gs+l -- 2gs + g~--l)llH l , 2 < k < N. 
- (N -2)<k<- I  J 
Combining estimates (31), (33)-(38), and using the triangle inequality we obtain estimate (12). 
Theorem 2.1 is proved. 
Now we consider the applications of Theorem 2.1. First, we consider the mixed problem for 
hyperbolic-parabolic equation 
Vyy - (a(x)vx)x + 5v = f(y, x), 0 < y < 1, 
vy - (a(x)vx)~ + 5v = g(y,x), -1 < y < O, 
v(-1, x) = v(1, x) + vy(1, x) + ~o(x), 0 < x < 1, 
v(y,O)=v(y, 1), v~(y,O)=v~(y, 1), - l _<y<_X,  
v(O+,x) =v(0- ,x ) ,  vv(O+,x ) =vu(O-,x), 0 <x < 1, 
0<x<l ,  
0<x<l ,  
(40) 
where a(x) (x • [0,11), qo(x) (x • [0, 11), and f(y,x) (y • (0,1), x • [0,11), g(y,x) (y • (-1,0), 
x • [0, 1]) are given smooth functions and a(x) > O. 
The discretization of problem (40) is carried out in two steps. In the first step let us define the 
grid space 
[0 ,1 ]h={X:x~=nh,  O< n < M, Mh= l}. 
We introduce the Hilbert space L2u = L2([0, 1]h) of the grid functions ~h(x) defined on [0, 1]h, 
equipped with the norm 
= I  (x)l h 
\n=l  
To the differential operator A generated by problem (40) we assign the difference operator A~ 
by the formula 
A~h(x)  = {--(a(x)~e)x,,~ + 5~,~} M-i , (41) 
acting in the space of grid functions ~h(x) = {~n}M satisfying the conditions ~0 = ~M, ~1 _(rio = 
~M _ qoM-1. It is known that A~ is a self-adjoint positive definite operator in L2h. With the 
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help of A~ we arrive at the nonlocal boundary-value problem 
d2vh(t,X) 
+A~,vh(y ,x )  = fh (y ,x ) ,  0 <_ y < 1, x E [0,1]a, 
dy 2 
dv h (t, x) 
d------~- + A=hvh(y'z) = fh(Y'Z)' --1 < y < O, x 6 [0,1]h, 
vh(--1,Z) = dvh(1, x) 
d~ + ~"(~)' = e [o, 11., 
dvh(O+,x) dvh(O--,=) 
--  = E [0, 1]h, 
dy dy ' 
~h(o+, =) = vh(o- ,  ~), 
for an infinite system of ordinary differential equations. 
In the second step we replace problem (42) by the difference scheme (2) 
uLd=)  - 2~4(=) + ~'L,(=) AZu h -[- h k+l  : fh (x ) ,  X e [0, X]h, 3-2 
sh+l(x) = {f(Yk+l,x,)} M-l,  Yk+l = (k + 1)T, 1 < k < N - 1, NT = 1, 
x h h x +AhUk=gk( ) ,  X e [0,1]h, T 
gh(x)={g(yk,x~)}M-1,  yk=k% -N+l<k<0,  
u~(=)  - ~_, (~)  [o, 11., ~,"_~(=) = ~,~(=) + + ~"(=),  = e T 




THEOREM 2.2. Let "r and h be a sut~ciently small numbers. Then the solutions difference 
scheme (43) satisfies the following stability estimates: 
h h h max Ilu~L2h + max 113- -1 (u~-~-l)llL2h + max II(~)~IG~ 
-N<_k<_N -N+I<k<N -N<k<N 
< M1 [[]fhI[L2 u + max [](fk h h 3.--1 
I .  
+ II~o~llL~. + max gh gh_l ) 7.--1 ~h 1 _,,+1_<.~o11( - I IL~.+I I  ~IIL~. , 
h 
max 113- -~ (~L1-  2~ + ~-~)ll~. l<k<_N-1 
u k + max I1( ~)~11~ + max 113--1 (~ - ~- I )  IIL~ 
-N<k<N -N+l<k<O 
fh fh _< M1 [11 ~11,~2~ + II --1 (s2- 1)IIL~ 
h + max II ~--= (sL1- 2s2 + SL1)IIL=. + Ilgo=ll~. + II 3--1 (go" - ¢'1)11,.=. 2<k_<N-1 
+ max 113--=.g..+l--2g._+g_l.,,L=+.,.,p~.=,,L=,, • -N+l<k<_-I "
h x h Here M, does not depend on T, h, (ph(x) ,  and f~ ( ) ,  1 < k < N, gk, -N  < k < O. 
The proof of Theorem 2.2 is based on the abstract Theorem 2.1, and the symmetry properties 
of the operator A~ defined by formula (41). 
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Second, we consider the mixed boundary value problem for the multidimensional hyperbolic- 
parabolic equation 
n 
vvy-E(a , . (x )v , :~)~ =f (y ,x  ), O_<y<l ,  xe f t ,  
r----1 
n 
r= l  
v(-1, x) = v(1, x) + vy(1, x) + y)(x), x • ft, 
u(y,x)  = O, x • S, -1  < y <_ 1, 
(44) 
where at(x) (x • ft), ~o(x) (x E ~)), and f (y ,x )  (y • (0, 1), x • f~), g(y,x)  (y • (-1,0), x • a) 
are given smooth functions and a~(x) > 5 > O. 
The discretization of problem (44) is carried out in two steps. In the first step let us define the 
grid sets 
~h = {X = Xm = (hlml, . . . ,hnmn),  m = (ml , . . . ,m,~) ,  
O<m.,.<_Nr, h rN , .=L ,  r = 1,. . . ,n}, ah = hh n a,  Sh = fih n S. 
We introduce the Banach space L2h - - - -  L2(~h) of the grid functions 
(fib(x) = {~(h lml , . . . ,  h,~mn)} 
defined on ~h, equipped with the norm 
) 1/2 
Ib'hllL (  ) = E b'h(x)l  hI'h  
To the differential operator A generated by problem (44) we assign the difference operator A~ by 
the formula 
AhU ~ = - (ar(x)uh )~, i  r (45) 
acting in the space of grid functions uh(x), satisfying the conditions uh(x) = 0 for all x • Sh. It 
is known that A~ is a selfoadjoint positive definite operator in L2(~h). With the help of A~ we 
arrive at the nonlocal boundary-value problem 
d2v h (y, x) 
-I- A~vh(y, x) = fh(y,  X), 0 < y < 1, X C ~h, dy 2 
dvh(y, x) 
d"-""~ -t- A~vh(y 'x)  = fh (y 'x ) '  --1 ~_ y <~ O, x • ~h, 
dvh(1, x) 
vh(- - l 'x)  = vh( I 'x)  + d~ + ~h(x)' x • ~h, 
~h(o+, x) = ~(o - ,  x), 
dvh(O+, x) dvh(O - ,  x) 
dy dy 
for an infinite system of ordinary differential equations. 
X C~h~ 
(46) 
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In the second step we replace problem (46) by the difference scheme (2) 
~LI(~) 2~(x)  -- -~ Uk_I(X ) 
7-2 q'- AhUk+ 1 E ~h,  
fh+l (x )={f (yk+l ,X~)}M-1 ,  yk+l = (k + 1)T, l<k<N-1 ,  
- uk- l (x)  + d~u h = gh(x), x e f2h, 
T 
g~(x)={g(yk ,Xn)}  M-1 , yk=kT,  -N+I  <k<- l ,  
~-N(~) = ~}(~) + + Vh(~), • e f~, 
7- 
uh(x) -- uh(x) = --A~uh(x) + gh(x), gho(x ) = gh(O, x), x e fih. 
T 
THEOREM 2.3. Let "r and Ihl be a sut~ciently small numbers. 
scheme (47) satisfies the following stability estimates: 
NT = I, 
(47) 
Then the solutions difference 
n 
ma~ ~ ("~)'~,J~ L~h max II~llL~h + max 11~'-1 (uh -- uh-1)HL2h +-N<k<N -N<k<N -N+I<k<N = 
_< M1 [IlStIIL~ + 2<k<N-lmax II(s~- sL1)7--111L~ 
-1 :~ h ] +llgo~llL~ + max I I(d-gL1)7- I I~+ (~)~r,~ L~ ' 
- -N+l<k<0 r= l  
h 
max 117- -~ ('H,h+l -- 2U h "4- u~-,Dll~,h 
l<k<N-1  
n 
max (uh)e~, j .  + max II 7--~ (~-~'~-1)11~ 
"~ -N<k<N E L2h -N+l<k<0 r=l 
+ max 117- -~ ( fL~-  2s~ + s2-1)ll~,~ 
2<k<N- - i  
7~ 
r= l  
] + max 117- -~ (a~+1 - 24) + a)-I)[IL,~ + (~' De ~,  . 
- -N+l<k<-  1 r= l  r "~ L~h 
Here M1 does not depend on T, h, ~h(x) ,  and fh(x), 1 <_ k < N, gk,h -N  < k < O. The proof of 
Theorem 2.3 is based on the abstract Theorem 2.1, and the symmetry properties of the difference 
operator A~ defined by formula (45). 
3. THE SECOND ORDER OF  
ACCURACY D IFFERENCE SCHEMES 
In the present section the second order of accuracy difference schemes 
7-2 
7-~(uk+l - 2uk + uk-1) + Auk + -~A2uk+l = fk, fa = f(tk),  
tk = k'r, 1 <_ k < N, 7--1 (I + 7-2A) (ul - u0) = Z1, 
Zl = ~( f (0)  - Auo) + (g(0) - Au0), 
(48) 
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= 
gk=g tk -  , tk=kT,  - (N -1)_<k_<0,  
U-N = a (uo + ~ (-Auo + go)) + ~ (-Auo + go 
+)~ (-A~o + fo)) + ~, . _< 2.-, ~ <__ 2,., 
+j3 (-Auo + go + A ( -Auo + fo)) + ~, 2,. < #, A <__ 2r, 
u -n  = a (uo + # ( -Auo + go)) 
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(48) (cont.) 
#<2, . ,  2,.<A, 
2,. < p, 2,. < A. 
1Au T-2(uk+l -- 2Uk + uk-1) + ~ k + A(uk+l + uk-1) -= fk, fk = f(tk), 
tk = kr, 1 <_ k < N, ,.-1 (I + ,.2A) (ul - uo) = Z1, 
Zl = -~ (f(0) - Auo) + (g(0) - Auo), 
,. 
gk=g tk -  , t~=k, . ,  - (N -1)<k<O,  
u_~v = ~ (~o + ~ (-Auo + go)) + P ( -A~o + go 
+a ( -A~o + Io)) + ~, . _< 2,., .X _< 2,-, (49) 
+Z (-Auo + go + A ( -Auo + fo)) + ~, 2,. < tz, A ~ 2,., 
U-N = a (Uo + # (-Auo + go)) 
for the approximate solutions of the boundary-value problem (1) are presented. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that ~a E D(A), go e D(A1/2), and fo E D(A1/2). Then for the solution 
of the difference scheme (48) the stability estimates hold 
+ max ~ ( fk -  + max (gk--gk-1) , 
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1/2 ~-II/ollH + IlgollH max IAU~II <M Z ~ H 
-N<k<N H - -  
m~ II(s~- S.-1)~-lll. +_(N_m~<_oll(g"-gk-1)r-~llH], l<k<N-1 
(sl) 
max II ~-~ (~+, - 2~ + ~-011.  + m~ IIAukllH 
l<k<N-1  -N<k<N 
+-(g-1)<k<omaX ,,11 ~-~ (~ - ~-~)11. -< M [IIA~olIH + £/2fo +z 
+ll(f~-f°)~-I "+,, <k<N-~max [l(f~+~-2fk+fk-~)~-=ll.÷ A1/ZgoIH (52) 
+ II(go - a- i)~-~11. + -(~-.<~<-,m~x [I (.q,~+l -- 2gk  + gk-1)--~11.], 
where M does not depend on r, fk, 0 < k < N, gk, -N  < k <_ 0 and ~. 
PROOF. We will obtain the formula for the solution of the difference scheme (48). It is known 
that there are unique solutions of the initial value difference problems 
T 2 
r -2 (uk+t - 2uk + uk-1) + Auk + --~A2uk+l = fk, fk = f (t~), 
tk = kr, 1 g k < N, uo = ~, r - l (u l  - uo) = ¢, (53) 
.-, +. (, + (,+-;.),,, 
(")  ffk = g tk  --  ~ , tk  = kT ,  -(N --  1) _< k <: 0, U-N is given, (54) 
and the following formulas hold: 
u l  = ~+r¢ ,  
,, ~ =1 [R'-'('rAV2)(-t irA1~22 )+R,-~(_~.AV~)(,+ i'rjl/2)- ]~ 
+IA-1/z ([-J- ~4-~A4 2) [Rk (-'rAI/Z) - R" (wAV')] (55) 
k--I 
+ E ~i A-V2 [R'-" (-rA 'P) - R k-" (rAV2)] fs, 2<k< N, 
$~1 
where Rk-I(4-TA 1/2) = ( I  4- £TA1/2  --  (T2/2)A) -1, 
k 
s=-N+l  
where R = (I + ~-A + (T2/2)A2) -1. Using (55), (56), and the formulas 
7" 
T-1 (u l -  uo)= (I +r2A) -1 ( "  (2 + 1)Auo + ~f(0)+ go), 




~P=r - l (u l -uo)=( I+r~A)  -1 -A (2  +1) 
[ o ] / 
s=-N+l  
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Therefore, 
0 ] -1 T 2 
s=-N+l 
uk ~ + 
X [RNI%-N "~-T ~ (I-~-2A) R-STlgs ~-LA-1/2 (12c T4"~A4 2 ) 
s=--N+l 2i 




+~"1-A-1/2[Rk-8(-1"A1/2)-R~:-s(1"A1/2)] 2i 2<k<N.  
s=1 
Let # g 21", ), < 21", then it follows that there exists the inverse operator 
Tr -- (I  - (~ - (a# + ]3(1 + )~))A)R N)-I, 
and using the condition 
U-N = o~ (Uo + ~ (-Auo + go)) +/5 (-Auo + go + A (-Auo + fo)) + ~, 
we can obtain the formula 
[ o 
U-N=T~- (a-(~p+~(I+A))A)1" ~ (I+2A) R-S+lg~ 
s=-N+l 
+(~ + Z)go + ~Zfo + 
Let 2r </~, A g 21", then it follows that there exists the inverse operator 
~: 0-o( 1÷(~- E~1)){~-[~-,-~(,~)(, '~f~) 
× (I + 1"2A) -~ A ~ + 1 R N - ~(1 + )~)AR N , 
(57) 
(58) 
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and using the condition 
U-N=a(u[l~/r]+ (#-- [-~]r) ~[l~/r] ?[l~/r]-l') +~(-Auo+go+ )~(-Auo+ fo))+~o, 
we can obtain the formula 
0 
{ o } T (Z+r~/-~ -~ (~ + ~)~ Z (,+ ~)~-~+~ + }~(0)÷~o 
s=-N+l 
[ , / r ] - i  } 
s=l  2i 
0 
s=-N+l 
x (I +*2A) -1 -A (2 + 1)'r E (I + 2 A) R-S+lg s + 2f(O ) + go 
s=-N+I 
[#/r]-2 } 
+ E r--A-1/2[R[l~/r]-l-S(-rA1/2)-R[l~/r]-l-S(rA1/2)] fs 
~=1 2i 
o ) 
-~(I+A)AT Z (I+2A) R-S+lg*+~g°+A~f°+9 " 
,=-N+I 
(59) 
Let # < 2% 2r < A, then it follows that there exists the inverse operator 
~ ('+~A)-~A/~+~/~} +  {~ [~"-~/~A~/('-~T ~)
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-~-R [~/~']-2 (--TA 1/2) (I'~- iTA1/'---~2) ] t~N- 1A-1/2 (IAv T4"~ 2) 
--1 
× [l~['~/'r]-l(--Tnl/2) -R[)~/~']-I(TA1/2)] (I+T2A)-IA(2-~-I)RN}) , 
and using the condition 
U-N = a (Uo + # (-Auo + go)) 
-3v~ (~['k/'r] --?[A/7"]--1 Av (~-- [~] T-- 2) (f[A/.r] --du[.k/.r])) "3v~, 
we obtain the formula 
[ o 
U-N :T'r °l(I-~tA)T(I-JY 2A ) E R-s+lgs 
s----N+l 
s=--N+l 
+2i A + - 
{.  o , } 
×(I+72A) -1 -A (2  +1)"  E ( i+2  A) R-~+lgs+~f(O)+go 
s=-N+l 
[)~/'r]-- 1 } 
-JF E T---A-l~2 [/~[~/~-]-s (_TA1/2) _ R[~/'r]-s (TA1/2)] fs 
s=l 2i 
0 
+2i A { o } T 
× ( , .~1 -~ -~ (~. 1)~ z (,÷ ~) ~-~÷~ + ~s(o~ .~o 
s=-N+l 
[~/~]-2 } 
+ z ~-~-~'~ [~'~-~-~ ( -~ '~)  - ~'~-~-~ (~A~,~)] ~ s=l 2i 
Let 27 < ~, 27 <: )% then it follows that there exists the inverse operator 
(60) 
~= (,_o(1+(~_ I~l/){~ [R,~/~1_I (~1,2 / (1 ~1/2) 
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. [.L.,., (_..1,.)_.,.,., (..1,.)] . ( ,+.. . ) -1.(~+1).~}) 
,~.-~. (~+ ~:) i .  .-,-~ (-..-)-.-,-~ (....)1 } 
--1 
and using the condition 
we can obtain the formula 
U-N=Tr [a(l+ (~--[~])){1 [R[,/.]_I(TA1/U) (I-i7A1/----~2) 
0 
_~_R[~/r]-I (_TAll2)(I'~-iTA1/--2)]Ts=_~N+ 1 (I~- ~A)R-S-{'igs 
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0 
s=-Nq-1 
L--1/2 (1 T4A4 2).[R[tt/.r]-I(_TAI/2) _R[tt/.r]-I (TA1/2)] +2i A + 
X (["FT2A)-I{ -A(2"I-1) Ts=-N+I ~ ('q-~m) R-S+lgsq-2f(O)-}-g°} 
[t,/~l-z } q- E "rA-1/2[R[~/r]-I-s(-TA1/2)-R~/r]-I-S(TA1/2)] fs 
s=l 2i 
+~-(I-(A-[~-] v -2 )A){  1 [ R[~b]-I ("tAx~z) (I- irAV2) 
+R[X/']-I(-TAI/2)(I+ v ~ (I+2A)R-8+Ig. 
s=--N+l 
..~_1A-1/2 (I..~- T4~A4 2) [R[A/'r] (--TA1/2) --R[A/'r] (TA1/2)] 




'{1 [R[A/~']-2(TAI/2) ( ' iTA'/2) 
-7  g 
~-I~[A/r]-2(--TA I/2) (1~- T ~ (I+2A)R-'+Ig. 
s=-N+l 
+lA-1/2(I+r4--A42)[R[~'/rl-~(-.rA1/2)-R[:~/~-I-I(TA~/2)](I+T2A)-~ 
. {_. +1) ..._.+,5 
[~/~-1-2 } J- E T A-I/2 [R[A/'r]-l-s (_TAIl2) _ R[A/r]-l-s (TA,/2)] f. 
s=l 2i 
(61) (cont.) 
The proof of estimates (50)-(52) follows the scheme of proof of Theorem 2.1 and relies on 
formulas (56)-(61) and on the estimates 
IIT~IIH~H ~ M, 
[TA1/2R(+TA 1/2) HuH <_ 1, 
(kT)~ IIAZR'~II.~,, _< M, 
R (+TA 1/2) H~H < 1, (62) 
r2AR(±'cA1/2)IH.H< 1, (63) 
k> 1, 0_</~_<1. (64) 
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Note that if # < 2% ), g 2r, then 
Tr - ( I  - (a - f lA)e -A )  -~ = T~. ( I  - (a - ~3A)e -A)  -~ 
x [(a - (a# + f~(1 + A))A)R :¢ - (a - ~A)e -A] 
If 2T < #, A < 27-, then 
({o(~+(~ i l))~[,-, -~(~,~) (, ~,~) 
If ~ < 2T, 27" < )~, then 
~ (,  (o~[~([~]~)+c([~]~)]A)~A) -1 
x [[o~, ~+~(,  (~ [~]~ )~)/~ [~"  U ~'~) 
(°~ [ ~ ([~] ~)+~ ([~] ~)1 ~)~] 
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If 2T < #, 2T < ~, then 
Using the last formulas and the estimates 
I](a - (ap ÷ ~(1 ÷ )Q)A)R y - (a - ~A)e-AI IH_H <_ MT, (65) 
(66) 
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T ) 
(~ ~f~)]- ~ ~ 0 ÷ ~)E~- , .  ¢-~.~/ 




we can obtain estimate (62). Estimates (65)-(68) are proved using estimates (63),(64). Theo- 
rem 3.1 is proved. 
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REMARK 1. In a similar manner we can obtain the same stability results of Theorem 3.1 for 
solutions of the difference scheme (49). 
REMARK 2. Applying the second order of accuracy difference schemes (48) and (49), we can 
construct he second order of accuracy difference schemes with respect o one variable for ap- 
proximate solutions of the boundary-value problems (40) and (44). This approach permits us to 
obtain the stability estimates for the solutions of these difference schemes. 
4. NUMERICAL  ANALYS IS  
We consider the nonlocal boundary-value problem 
02u(t, x) 02u(t, x) [ -2 + (1 - t 2) ~2] sin 7rx, 
~2 0X2 ~--" 
ou(t,x) a u(t,x) = [-2t+ (1 -t2)  siu x, 
Ot Ox 2 
u(0+,x) = u(0- ,x) ,  u~(0+,x) = u~(0-,x), 
+ut(1,x)+2sinTrx, 0<x<l ;  u(t,O)=u(t, 1)=O, 
for hyperbolic-parabolic equation with the exact solution 
u(t, x) = (1 - t 2) sin 7rx. 
0<t<l ,  0<x<l ,  
-1  <t<0,  0<x<l ,  
u ( -1 ,x )  = u (1,x), 
- l<t<l ,  
(69) 
For approximate solutions of the nonlocal boundary-value problem (69), we will use the first order 
of accuracy and a second order of accuracy difference schemes with ~- = 1/30, h = 1/30. We have 
the second-order or fourth-order difference quations with respect o n with matrix coefficients. 
To solve this difference quations we have applied a procedure of modification Gauss elimination 
method for difference quations with respect o n with matrix coefficients. The errors 
E N = max tu(tk,x~)-u~l 
--N<k<N, 
l<n<~M--1 
of the numerical solutions are given in Table 1. 
Table 1. 
Difference Schemes ENM 
The first order of accuracy difference scheme (2) 0.0214 
The second order of accuracy difference scheme (48) 0.0060 
The second order of accuracy difference scheme (49) 0.0052 
' Thus, the second order of accuracy difference schemes were more accurate compared with the 
first order of accuracy difference scheme. 
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